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Although investigations of medieval plague victims have identiﬁed Yersinia pestis as the putative etiologic agent of the pandemic, methodological limitations have prevented large-scale
genomic investigations to evaluate changes in the pathogen’s virulence over time. We screened over 100 skeletal remains from
Black Death victims of the East Smithﬁeld mass burial site (1348–
1350, London, England). Recent methods of DNA enrichment coupled with high-throughput DNA sequencing subsequently permitted reconstruction of ten full human mitochondrial genomes (16
kb each) and the full pPCP1 (9.6 kb) virulence-associated plasmid
at high coverage. Comparisons of molecular damage proﬁles between endogenous human and Y. pestis DNA conﬁrmed its authenticity as an ancient pathogen, thus representing the longest
contiguous genomic sequence for an ancient pathogen to date.
Comparison of our reconstructed plasmid against modern Y. pestis
shows identity with several isolates matching the Medievalis biovar; however, our chromosomal sequences indicate the victims
were infected with a Y. pestis variant that has not been previously
reported. Our data reveal that the Black Death in medieval Europe
was caused by a variant of Y. pestis that may no longer exist, and
genetic data carried on its pPCP1 plasmid were not responsible for
the purported epidemiological differences between ancient and
modern forms of Y. pestis infections.
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he Black Death of 1347–1351 in Europe was one of the most
cataclysmic events in history, and it is arguably “one of the
most dramatic examples ever of emerging or reemerging disease”
(ref. 1, p. 971). The disease is assumed to have been a particularly
intense pandemic of bubonic and pneumonic plague caused by the
Gram-negative bacillus Yersinia pestis. In this model, the medieval
plague is considered the second of three pandemic waves, starting
with the Plague of Justinian in A.D. 541 and culminating in the
20th century pandemic, which is still responsible for 2,000 cases/y
worldwide (2) and is regarded as reemerging (3). Similarities in
disease manifestation, mortality rates, and geographical distribution are generally cited as factors relating the three pandemics,
though some scholars have argued that the second wave was too
distinct in terms of its purported symptoms, epidemiology, and
time of year of peak mortality to warrant such a connection. These
discussants have argued in favor of other potential microbial
associations with the medieval disease, including Bacillus anthracis
(4), a ﬁlovirus (5), or a pathogen that has since become extinct (6).
Ancient DNA was sought to address the above controversy,
although failed attempts to replicate initial work showing the
presence of Y. pestis in purported victims of the medieval pandemic ignited skepticism regarding the identity of its etiologic
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agent (7, 8). Recent publications seem to have settled the controversy with the ampliﬁcation of short segments of Y. pestis
DNA by PCR-based approaches in several skeletal collections
from time periods associated with medieval plague outbreaks (9,
10), though none of these collections can be conclusively associated with the purported initial disease outbreak in medieval
Europe of 1347–1351. A global survey of modern Y. pestis variants suggests that the ancient forms possess a unique and
ancestral phylogenetic placement (9, 11). Although standard
molecular methods can permit identiﬁcation and limited phylogenetic resolution of ancient microbes, successful characterization of long contiguous stretches of authentic pathogen DNA
will facilitate greater insight into the molecular architecture of
ancient host–pathogen interactions. For Y. pestis, such an approach might be informative in addressing the noted differences
between ancient and modern forms of the disease (4, 5, 12, 13).
PCR-based approaches are ill-suited for large-scale genetic
investigations of ancient DNA owing to their preferential ampliﬁcation of less damaged templates that derive from exogenous
contaminants and the highly fragmented nature of endogenous
molecules (14, 15). In contrast, targeted enrichment strategies
(16) in combination with high-throughput DNA sequencing allow for long stretches of ancient DNA to be reconstructed from
a complex metagenomic background, and it is clearly the way
forward for ancient pathogen research. The authenticity of endogenous ancient sequences can then be determined by looking
for patterns of nucleotide damage typical of ancient DNA (15,
17). To show the suitability of these methods for analyses of
ancient pathogens, we have identiﬁed virulence-associated Y.
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Y. pestis DNA Preservation in Skeletal Remains. Complete information regarding skeletal screening is available in SI Materials and
Methods. In total, we screened DNA extracts from 109 samples—
53 bones and 46 teeth from the East Smithﬁeld (ES) collection
as well as 10 samples from St. Nicholas Shambles (SNS) that
served as negative controls (Fig. 1 and Table S1). Total DNA
content measured ﬂuorometrically revealed less DNA in teeth
than in bone, with dental extracts yielding on average 1,065 and
664 pg/μL for supernatant and pellet, respectively, compared with
1,956 and 2,280 pg/μL for bone. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) results
showed the presence of ampliﬁable Y. pestis pla DNA in 5.7%
of bones (3/53) and 37% of teeth (17/46) (Figs. S1 and S2). The
caf1M assay yielded expected products in 5 of 17 teeth that contained ampliﬁable pla, although this ﬁnding is expected based on
Y. pestis plasmid numbers where the pPCP1 plasmid outnumbers
the pMT1 by an estimated 100 to 1 (19). No Y. pestis DNA was
detected in any of the negative control samples. DNA sequences
from the qPCR products contained both G to A and C to T
transitions, damage patterns typical of ancient DNA (17). Despite
their lower whole DNA content, dental samples were consistently
a richer source for Y. pestis DNA than bone, and higher copy
numbers were frequently observed in the EDTA supernatants as
opposed to the pellets (Table S1). This ﬁnding is consistent with
what one might expect from a blood-borne pathogen, where DNA
likely resides in the desiccated blood vessels of the pulp chamber.
All ampliﬁable DNA was extremely low in quantity, with a maximum estimated copy number of 30 copies/μL.
Multiplex PCR Data for the pla Gene. Using a multiplex PCR approach, we were successful in sequencing 78.3% of the pla gene
and its ﬂanking intergenic spacers at a minimum of four times
coverage (Dataset S1). Missing regions were caused by a lack of
expected PCR product. Cloned sequence data revealed 63 sites
showing DNA damage reﬂected in the predominance of C to T
(53.97%) and G to A (30.16%) transitions, which accounted for
84.13% of all aberrant positions. No transversions were observed. To distinguish damage from potential polymorphisms, all
sequences were conﬁrmed by cloned data from two independent
ampliﬁed libraries. Wherever products from these two libraries
did not match, cloned sequence data from a third ampliﬁed li-

Fig. 1. The excavation at ES from 1986 to 1988 (A) and sampling at the Museum of London (B). Photos reproduced courtesy of the Museum of London.
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Y. pestis Chromosomal PCR Assays. Of 11 primer sets used to deﬁne
branches 1 and 2 phylogenetic placement (9), only 1 primer set
yielded expected ampliﬁcation products, namely s19: it produced
the shortest amplicon of all chromosomal primer sets (80 bp), and
it corresponds to a region in the DNA helicase II gene. Sequence
data showed the absence of the CTA motif common to extant
branch 2 sequences, thus supporting the notion that medieval
plague was not caused by an extant branch 2 variant (9); however,
this region also revealed the presence of two synonymous point
mutations that, to our knowledge, are not found in any Y. pestis
sequences either modern or ancient (Fig. 2).
Enrichment Efﬁciency. To evaluate the suitability of targeted enrichment for investigations of virulence in ancient pathogens, we
attempted to capture one of the two pestis-speciﬁc virulence
plasmids, namely the 9.6-kb pPCP1 along with complete human
mitochondrial genomes from both Black Death and control teeth
to evaluate endogenous DNA preservation. The total number of
merged Illumina reads per sample that mapped to the target
DNA (human mtDNA and pPCP1 DNA) varied between 0.3%
and 49%, suggesting high enrichment efﬁciencies.
Human mtDNA Enrichment and Preservation. Sequence clustering
revealed between 228 and 84,244 unique fragments for the individual human teeth mapping to the reference mtDNA (Table
1), thus revealing high quantities of mtDNA fragments in all 10
human extracts with low quantities in two of the SNS human
control extracts. The cave bear control sample yielded 15 mtDNA
fragments, 6 of which aligned to the human mtDNA and 9 were
identical or highly similar to the cave bear mtDNA genome (21).
No human mtDNA fragments were found in the extraction blank.
Complete or near complete mitochondrial genomes were constructed from fragments of 58 bp average length for all 10 human
samples, with an average coverage of 0.7–280× (Table 1). All 10
mtDNA genomes were different from each other, and two samples (ES 3 and 4) extracted two times yielded the identical
mtDNA genome sequence between duplicates. These data suggest that there was no cross-contamination between human
samples. Nine of the ten were found to correspond to typical
European mtDNA haplogroups based on phylotree (22) (Table
2). Only for SNS1 was the haplogroup not determinable due to the
higher contamination level (Table 2). Comparisons of ancient
mitochondrial consensus sequences against a worldwide dataset
of 311 mtDNAs and the Cambridge reference sequence revealed
between 1 and 17 positions that were either unique to the ancient
samples or present at less than 1% frequency in the current
modern DNA database. Such positions were used to calculate the
extent of polluting human exogenous DNA contamination within
our fragments (Table 2 and Fig. S4). To calculate the ratio of
endogenous to exogenous human DNA, we selected all fragments
that showed the rare variant(s) and considered them to be endogenous, whereas all fragments that showed a common human
mtDNA variant were considered to be potential contaminants. In
so doing, we found between 21 and 6,724 individual mtDNA
fragments overlapping such contamination informative positions
in the ES samples. The majority of these DNA fragments were
found to be consistent (all unique fragments overlapping the
position showed the same substitution), suggesting that the majority of mtDNA fragments from each sample is derived from
PNAS | September 20, 2011 | vol. 108 | no. 38 | E747
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brary was sought. This process permitted us to resolve all transitions with the exception of three, where single nucleotide
differences from published sequences were present in a subset of
clones from two independently ampliﬁed libraries (Fig. S3). The
PCR data did not contain the Microtus-speciﬁc C to T (20) at
position 1,109 in Dataset S1, and it does not show the T to C
transition previously reported in an ancient sequence for this
region in the work by Raoult et al. (7) (Dataset S1, position 809).
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pestis DNA fragments by PCR and independently replicated
these results through subsequent targeted DNA enrichment (18)
and high-throughput sequencing for several skeletal samples
from victims securely dated to the initial medieval Black Death
pandemic of 1348–1350 in London, England. The data presented
here represent both the oldest and longest assembled authentic
sequences from an ancient pathogen, and in turn, they suggest
that the Black Death was caused by a Y. pestis variant that harbors a pPCP1 plasmid found in some modern isolates.

Fig. 2. Positional relationship of the sequences reported
for medieval Y. pestis. (A) Quantitative PCR assay for the
caf1M locus of the pMT1 plasmid. (B) Chromosomal sequence data for s19 (9) showing positions of two synonymous substitutions in the DNA helicase II gene and absence
of the CTA SNP required for branch 2 designation (boxed
nucleotides). (C) Solexa consensus (minimum of two-fold
coverage) compared with 14 modern Y. pestis variants
shown with positional information for genes on the PCP1
plasmid (rop, plasmid replication regulatory protein; pim,
pesticin immunity protein; pst, pesticin; pla, plasminogen
activator gene). Transcriptional polarity (45) is indicated by
arrows. Identity is shown in green; the region between
3,000 and 4,200 is not considered (in the text). (D) Alignment of the medieval Y. pestis pPCP1 consensus against 14
modern variants showing presence of an indel common to
branch 2 and ancestral isolates.

a single biological source (Fig. S4) (15, 23). Individual mtDNA
fragments were compared against the corresponding consensus
sequence, and nucleotide substitutions were recorded for each
position along the DNA fragment. Based on these estimates,
levels of polluting human DNA could be calculated, although
these rates were very low for all samples (Table 2). In support
of this notion, fragments identiﬁed as endogenous DNA
contained degradation patterns typical for ancient templates
(Fig. S5), again suggesting preservation of endogenous human
DNA in all 10 medieval teeth.

Y. pestis DNA Enrichment and Preservation. We found between 42
and 36,986 unique fragments mapping to a portion of the Y.
pestis pPCP1 plasmid reference genome in all libraries, including
the pre-Black Death human control, the cave bear sample, and
the extraction blank (Table 1). All reads in the non-ES extracts
mapped to a region between positions 3,000 and 4,200 of the
reference pPCP1 that shows a high similarity to expression vectors that are used for recombinant enzyme production. This region was found to be problematic in a previous Y. pestis pPCP1
study using shotgun sequencing (24); hence, it is likely that remnants of the expression vectors are being captured by our enrich-

Table 1. Average coverage, fragment size, and number of fragments mapping to mtDNA, pPCP1 (4,200–9,612 and 1–3,000 bp), and
pPCP1 (3,000–4,200 bp) for all six medieval teeth as well as two controls and the pooled fragments from the ES samples ES 1–5
mtDNA

Sample
SNS 1 (SN 5169)
SNS 2 (SN 5200)
SNS 3 (SN 5194)
SNS 4 (SN 5122)
SNS 5 (SN 5053)
ES 1 (ES 6443)
ES 2 (ES 8291)
ES 3.1 (ES 6330)
ES 3.2 (ES 6330)
ES 4.1 (ES 11972)
ES 4.2 (ES 11972)
ES 5 (ES 8124)
Totals ES 1–5
Cave bear
ExtrBlk
LibraryBlk

pPCP1_1–2,999 and 4,200–9,612

pPCP1_3,000–4,199

Fragments
(unique)

Average
coverage

Average
length

mtDNA
haplogroup

Fragments
(unique)

Average
coverage

Average
length

Fragments
(unique)

Average
coverage

Average
length

240
31,973
228
77,234
2,221
19,995
6,666
84,244
47,706
5,436
29,746
7,621
202,406
15*
0
11

0.8
95.8
0.7
313.1
9.0
69.7
26.8
280.2
177.6
19.5
102.1
24.0
703.2
0.1
0
0.03

55.6
49.7
51.5
67.2
67
57.7
66.5
55.1
61.7
59.5
56.8
52.2
57.6
56.9
na
47.2

na
K1a1b1
H2a
T2b
H
HV0b
H1
T2g
T2g
H6a1a
H6a1a
U4c1a
na
na
na
na

0
0
0
0
0
7
4,531
6,435
3,559
2,500
4,515
1,530
23,112
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
22.8
33.1
20.4
12.0
22.8
6.9
118.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

na
na
na
na
na
39.0
42.3
43.3
48.1
40.3
42.5
37.8
43
na
na
na

42
16,121
110
7,172
8,703
17,852
15,215
36,986
12,829
13,196
28,283
28,784
150,789
5,397
13,463
886

1.9
886.1
4.3
382.4
522.0
971.0
887.1
2,216.4
748.8
727.6
1,592.2
1,656.5
8,735.7
279.2
757.6
38.0

54.4
66.0
46.8
64.0
71.5
64.3
71.6
74.0
72.5
66.4
66.9
68.6
69.6
62.1
67.4
51.3

na, not applicable.
*Sequences are conserved between cave bear mtDNA (nine sequences) and human mtDNA (six sequences).
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Clean
fragments

Polluting
fragments

SNS 1 (SN 5169)
SNS 2 (SN 5200)
SNS 3 (SN 5194)
SNS 4 (SN 5122)
SNS 5 (SN 5053)
ES 1 (ES 6443)
ES 2 (ES 8291)
ES 3.1 (ES 6330)
ES 3.2 (ES 6330)
ES 4.1 (ES 11972)
ES 4.2 (ES 11972)
ES 5 (ES 8124)
Cave bear
ExtrBlk
LibraryBlk

na
K1a1b1
H2a
T2b
H
HV0b
H1
T2g
T2g
H6a1a
H6a1a
U4c1a
na
na
na

1
95
1
218
3
69
21
1,388
911
79
454
161
15
0
0

2
0
0
7
0
0
3
2
0
1
3
4
0
0
0

Percent
contamination
(95% CI)
66.7
0.0
0.0
3.1
0.0
0.0
12.5
0.1
0.0
1.2
0.7
2.4
0.0

(20.8–93.9)
(0.0–3.9)
(0.0–79.3)
(1.5–6.3)
(0.0–56.2)
(0.0–5.3)
(4.3–31.0)
(0.0–0.5)
(0.0–0.4)
(0.2–6.7)
(0.2–1.9)
(0.9–6.1)
(0.0–27.8)
na
na

Clean
fragments

Polluting
fragments

4
2,362
15
6,365
77
696
239
6,724
4,067
262
1,315
543
6
0
1

1
2
0
7
0
0
3
11
5
1
3
4
0
0
0

Percent
contamination
(95% CI)
20.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
1.2
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.2
0.7
0.0

(3.6–62.4)
(0.0–0.3)
(0.0–20.4)
(0.1–0.2)
(0.0–4.8)
(0.0–0.5)
(0.4–3.6)
(0.1–0.3)
(0.1–0.3)
(0.1–2.1)
(0.1–0.7)
(0.1–1.9)
(0.0–27.8)
na
0.0 (0.0–79.3)

Clean fragments were found to be identical to the sample consensus sequence at informative positions. Polluting fragments were found to be in the same
state, such as the 311 mtDNAs or rCRS. na, Not analyzed.

ment approach. Apart from these conserved motifs found across
all samples and controls, the pre-Black Death human control
samples (SNS) showed not a single unique fragment homologous
to the pPCP1 sequence, whereas the ﬁve ES samples contained
between 7 and 6,435 unique fragments that mapped to the Y. pestis
pPCP1 plasmid (Table 1). Because all ﬁve individuals from the
ES cemetery likely died from the same strain of Y. pestis, unique
pPCP1 fragments were pooled to reconstruct a consensus sequence at maximum coverage. The pooled consensus has an average coverage of 43 bp, ranging from 0× to 702×, and an average
fragment length of 36 bp (Table 1). This ﬁnding may be why
a previous study using the ES collection that targeted regions in
excess of 130 bp (8) was unsuccessful in replicating some original
work with plague samples (7, 25). Not surprisingly, the three
regions with the poorest coverage had a low GC content (%) (Fig.
3 and Fig. S6). Shotgun sequence data for ancient human samples
(23) show similar patterns, suggesting a preservation bias to high
GC content and thus likely ruling out enrichment artifacts. Despite
lower coverage of AT-rich regions, the consensus sequence covers
∼99% of the entire pPCP1 at a minimum of 2× (Table 3).
We tested the authenticity of the pPCP1 DNA by analyzing
the substitution patterns along the DNA fragments and found
the same nucleotide misincorporation pattern that was observed
within the mtDNA fragments from the ﬁve medieval samples of
the ES site. The predominant C to T substitutions found at the 5′
ends and G to A substitutions at the 3′ ends are typical of ancient
DNA (15, 26, 27). This pattern is not seen in the fragments
mapping to the vector region of the pPCP1 plasmid, lending
additional support to the notion that the majority of these
Table 3. Coverage for the pPCP1 ES (1–3,000 and 4,200–9,612
bp) consensus sequence
Coverage

Positions (total)

Positions (covered)

Coverage (%)

One-fold
Two-fold
Three-fold
Four-fold
Five-fold

8,412
8,412
8,412
8,412
8,412

8,371
8,299
8,197
8,109
8,022

99.52
98.66
97.45
96.40
95.37
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fragments are indeed derived from contaminating expression
vectors of the supplied reagents (Fig. 4 and Fig. S7). Fragment
length distribution also indicates longer fragments obtained for
this region, which is consistent with their coming from a modern
contaminant source (Fig. 5).
Phylogenetic comparison of the 8,299-bp 2× consensus pPCP1
plasmid with modern Y. pestis reveals sequence identity with 11
of 14 extant Y. pestis strains; it did not match sequences typed
as Microtus (AE017046.1), Angola (CP000900.1), and Medievalis (CP001611.1), although it does match the KIM pPCP1
(AF053945.1). It also resolves the three ambiguous positions
identiﬁed by the multiplex approach of the pla gene and replicates the pla sequence described above. Considering indel
polymorphisms, the ES strain does not contain the TT insertion
common to the Orientalis biovar (AL109969.1 and CA88-4125).
Discussion
The last several decades have introduced human populations to
a historically unprecedented number of emerging or reemerging
infectious diseases, mostly facilitated by anthropogenic factors
such as globalization of trade and human travel, changes in local
ecology, and antibiotic resistance (28). Genetic diversity in pathogens is known to be a major source of phenotypic diversity underlying disease dynamics (29), hence microbial changes cannot be
ignored as a potential driving force inﬂuencing host–pathogen
interactions (30, 31). Genetic investigations of ancient microbes
may provide much needed data to elucidate how the virulence
of our close microbial companions has evolved over time. Potential factors that inﬂuenced the coevolution of humans and
their pathogens in the past can be of great value to elucidate the
dynamics of host–pathogen relationships in our new era of
emerging infections (32, 33).
Here we report the presence of short DNA fragments (<60
bp) from two pestis-speciﬁc plasmids as well as one chromosomal
sequence showing synonymous substitutions from individuals
from a well-documented Black Death mass burial ground from
1348 to 1350. These results were obtained in a facility that has
not been previously exposed to modern sources of Y. pestis, and
the sequence data contain a damage pattern that is characteristic
of ancient DNA (26). Using a targeted DNA capture approach
combined with high-throughput sequencing, we obtained sePNAS | September 20, 2011 | vol. 108 | no. 38 | E749
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Contamination analysis by 311 mtDNA
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Table 2. Mitochondrial haplogroup identiﬁcation based on phylotree (12) and mtDNA contamination estimates based on positions
where 311 worldwide mtDNAs or rCRS differ from the consensus mtDNA sequence of a particular sample

Fig. 3. GC content and DNA coverage for the consensus sequences of mtDNA, Y. pestis pPCP1 (1–9,612 bp), pPCP1 (4,200–9,612 and 1–3,000 bp), and the
excluded region pPCP1 (3,000–4,200 bp).

quences of the pPCP1 plasmid of Y. pestis from all ﬁve human
samples from the ES site that, when used together, reconstruct
99% of the plasmid, excluding a 1,200-bp region because of
modern expression vector contamination. The pPCP1 fragments
from the ES cemetery show DNA damage patterns common to
ancient DNA (15, 26, 27). Analogous results were obtained for

complete human mtDNA sequences from these ﬁve victims as
well as the control samples, suggesting little postexcavation human DNA contamination and adequate preservation of endogenous DNA. Given the independent replication of the pla gene
by PCR and enrichment-based strategies in two independent
laboratories, the intersample replication of portions of the

Fig. 4. Nucleotide misincorporation patterns for both the ES mtDNA consensus sequences and the complete pPCP1 (1–9,612 bp), including the section showing
alignment to contaminating modern vector DNA (3,000–4,200 bp), and the entire pPCP1, excluding the mismapping region (1–3,000 and 4,200–9,612 bp).
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Graphical depiction of length distribution vs. number of fragments for different target regions.

pPCP1 from ﬁve humans each with different mtDNA genomes,
and the unambiguous DNA damage patterns, we believe that
these data conclusively show the presence of Y. pestis DNA in
medieval dental tissues from victims of the ﬁrst wave of the Black
Death, lending additional support to implicate this bacterium as
a causative agent in the medieval plague pandemic of 1347–1351.
The absence of a single Y. pestis DNA fragment in any of the preBlack Death control teeth (SNS), which consisted of two samples
with mtDNA yields comparable with the three best-preserved ES
samples, also bolsters this claim and circumvents the concern
over soil-dwelling microbial contaminants mimicking pPCP1
sequences in the ES samples.
Two of the authors (SW and JM) have previously argued that
the epidemiology, virulence, and population dynamics of the Black
Death were too different from those factors of modern yersinial
plague to have been caused by Y. pestis (13). Given the growing
body of evidence implicating this bacterium as responsible for
the pandemic, we believe scientiﬁc debates should now shift
to addressing the genetic basis of the epidemic’s unique characteristics.
Y. pestis is a recently evolved variant of the soil-dwelling bacterium Y. pseudotuberculosis, differing mostly in the acquisition of
two virulence plasmids, namely the pMT1 (100 kb) and the high
copy pPCP1 (9.6 kb), which contains the pesticin (pst) and pesticin
immunity genes (pim) involved in bactericidal activity and the
virulence-associated plasminogen activator gene, pla. This important gene is associated with enhancing the bubonic form of the
disease by facilitating bacterial dissemination at the site of a ﬂea
bite and encouraging bacterial proliferation in the respiratory
system during pneumonic episodes. The full pPCP1 plasmid is
mostly conserved between different modern Y. pestis variants;
hence, it is not surprising that the plasmid is effectively unchanged
in an ancient sample. In all, we feel conﬁdent that the pPCP1
plasmid presented here did not contribute to the purported differences between ancient and modern forms of the disease. The
ES pPCP1 sequence does not match the Orientalis strain previously deﬁned as branch 1 (11). Although an in-depth discussion
of organismal phylogeny falls outside the current focus, the absence of a branch 2-speciﬁc marker in the DNA helicase II gene
and the presence of two substitutions in the same region that, to
our knowledge, are not found in any previously reported modern
or ancient sequence suggest that the medieval form of Y. pestis may
harbor additional information regarding the organism’s evoluSchuenemann et al.

tionary history as a human pathogen. This information may prove
instrumental in identifying factors that inﬂuence the different
epidemiology of ancient and modern forms of the disease.
Materials and Methods
Experiments Conducted at McMaster University. Information on the archaeological site, skeletal sampling, and DNA extraction can be found in SI
Materials and Methods. We note that the site from which the skeletons
were recovered, the ES burial ground in London, is one of just a few excavated sites in the world that can be linked deﬁnitively and uniquely to the
mid-14th century outbreak of the Black Death by archaeological and documentary evidence (34).
Screening. Total DNA from each extract was measured on a Turner Biosystems
DNA ﬂuorometer. PCR inhibition for each DNA extract was determined by an
internal positive control (35) using a 63-bp mammoth cytochrome b assay to
evaluate the amount of Taq Gold DNA polymerase required to overcome PCR
inhibition in the extract. Initial screening of all extracts was done using a 52-bp
qPCR assay speciﬁc to the plasminogen activator (pla) gene located on the
high-copy pPCP1 plasmid of Y. pestis (19). All extracts yielding expected pla
products were screened for the presence of an additional Y. pestis-speciﬁc
marker, the chaperone protein for the fraction 1 antigen gene (caf1M) located
on the pMT1 plasmid. Sensitivity for both Y. pestis assays was determined
using synthetically produced sequences, which contained identical primerbinding sites ﬂanking a Y. pestis sequence that differed by a single nucleotide
transversion (Figs. S1 and S2). Quantitative assays were performed on an
MX3000 PCR cycler (Stratagene) or a CFX96 Real-Time PCR Detection System
(BioRad), and all were sensitive to single copy template molecules. Details on
PCR conditions and sensitivity are available in SI Materials and Methods.
454 library preparation. Library preparation was performed using the Roche
manufacturer’s protocol, eliminating the fractionation step (454; Roche).
Libraries were quantitated in 20 μL qPCR reactions using methods described
elsewhere (36), and ampliﬁed products were used as templates for downstream multiplex applications.
Standard and multiplex PCR reactions. Forward and reverse primers were
designed using Integrated DNA Technologies software (www.idtdna.com) to
span the full pla gene and its upstream and downstream intergenic spacer
regions (37) (Table S2). Limitations in primer design made it necessary to
exclude a 123-bp region ﬂanking the transcription start site and an 86-bp
region ﬂanking the start of the downstream intergenic region, leaving
a 1,191-bp target region. Multiplex reactions were carried out using methods described elsewhere (38). Primer pairs were partitioned into 22 pools
through the use of a dynamic programming algorithm for interval scheduling (39), with compatibility assessed by alignment score and melting
temperature (Tm). DNA sequences were conﬁrmed in at least two independent ampliﬁed library fractions. For phylogenetic placement, primers
for a subset of the branch 1 and 2 diagnostic chromosomal SNPs (40) were
used in single PCR reactions using primers and PCR conditions described in
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Fig. 5.

ref. 9. Primer sequences, PCR conditions, and the consensus sequence are
described in SI Materials and Methods.
Experiments Conducted at the Max Planck Institute in Leipzig, Germany. DNA
extraction and enrichment. To independently replicate the PCR-ampliﬁed Y.
pestis DNA from the ES collection and test the suitability of enrichment
strategies and subsequent targeted high-throughput sequencing for ancient
pathogens, several teeth were analyzed at the Max Planck Institute in Leipzig,
Germany. Five dental roots from mature molars from the ES collection were
chosen based on pla copy numbers and analyzed alongside ﬁve dental roots
from St. Nicholas Shambles (Table S1), and an ancient cave bear sample was
used as a cross-contamination control. An aliquot from each DNA extract was
used to produce libraries using a modiﬁed Illumina multiplex protocol (41).
Endogenous mitochondrial DNA was captured in parallel from all libraries. To
enrich for target DNA, we used long-range PCR products as bait for molecular
capture through hybridization (18). Additional details on extraction, library
preparation, and enrichment are available in SI Materials and Methods.
Solexa sequencing and analysis (Leipzig). The enriched library pool was sequenced
on an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx using the manufacturer’s protocols for
multiplex sequencing with modiﬁcations. The raw reads were aligned to the
PhiX 174 reference sequence to obtain a training dataset for the base caller Ibis
(42). Raw sequences called by Ibis 1.1.1 were ﬁltered for the individual indexes
as previously described (43). The paired-end reads were subjected to a fusion
process (including removal of adapter sequences and adaptor dimers) by requiring at least an 11-nt overlap between the two reads. In the overlapping
sequence, quality scores were combined, and the base with the highest base
quality score was called. Only sequences merged in this way were used for
additional analysis. The sequencing data were analyzed starting from QSEQ
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